
June 1 

 

Runners and Parents,   FIRST DRAFT; THINGS COULD CHANGE..WANT INPUT!! 

 

PLEASE!!!  TAKE A FEW MINUTES AND READ THE INFORMATION BELOW 

 

I have been coaching XC and TRACK 45 yrs.  NEVER in that time have I had to “try” to start a season with 

this type of letter.  Without spring track, no MS track, no opportunity to have organizational meetings to get 

info and materials out to prospective runners/families that would include contact materials along with basic info 

and training ides, plus just not having that daily contact to encourage and motivate runners, we are going into 

the 2020 season with so many unanswered questions. 

 

First and most important, I hope you and your families are well and doing ok. This has been an 

unprecedented spring which has presented all kinds of obstacles that families have had to try to navigate for the  

first time.  Problems that we have not faced before.  While we are going to try to prepare for a hopeful 2020 XC  

season, we are still going to keep the safety and well being of your/our kids as the #1 priority.  As we go thru  

this, I welcome any type of communications/concerns you might have.  Please realize that I am also going thru  

this for the first time as well, trying to figure out the best things to do, trying new ideas…I am not always going  

to be right but I will constantly be evaluating what we are doing/getting to and keep adjusting. 

 

**One positive (I think/hope you feel the same) is that our house hunting in the cities has also been put on 

hold for the most part.  Barb and I have been helping 2 of our kids/3 grandkids with daycare.  Barb just 

finished her 13th week; my 11th…we have not looked at any houses this spring so the likelihood of us being 

back for 2020 XC SEASON is just about 100%...which is why I am getting these materials out. 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION:    Please do not hesitate to call/email/text if you have questions. 

 

• The XC website will continue to be our MAIN way of getting info out to runners/kids; 

please check it at least on a weekly basis. 

 

• E Mail:   Primary:  poppj@willmar.k12.mn.us  (I check this one daily) 

Personal:  popperxc@hotmail.com  

 

• Phone    Home:   320-222-5717   (answering machine) 

Cell:   320-220-3849   

  **Barb and I are helping with day care for our 3 kids/grandkids so not always in Willmar but 

  I will get back to you as soon as I hear from you. 

I don’t always have my cell with me; so EMAIL IS BEST OPTION as I check that every day.  

“IF” you text, I will try to get back to you that way, but that is not my preferred method 

 

• Group Chats:  Our distance kids have set up a group chat for boys/girls.  They go back and  

forth with sharing info in that platform….contact Addie Hogan or Nina 

Dawson for girls; Andrew Flolo for the boys.   I will keep asking those kids 

along with a few others to post notes from me but again, keep checking 

website!!  

Parents:  If you have any concerns, please don’t hesitate to call/let me know.  We 

want you to be comfortable with what we are doing and don’t want to put you or 

your kids in a situation where you don’t feel that way.  I expect there may be a 

few families/runners who do not participate; I understand but that does not mean 

they don’t do anything to get ready..it will just be much harder. 
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SPRING TRACK: 

  

• We had 13 weeks of “trying” to have our distance kids stay in shape without any “organized” practices 

with coaches and for the most part teammates around.   

 

• On the last official day of track practice we asked the distance kids to stay in touch on a daily basis thru   

emails.  We also set up group distance chats and eventually a weekly zoom meeting.  I tried to reply to 

EVERY SINGLE DAILY email sent to me this spring.  I did those each weekday morning for 13 weeks.  

We had quite a few runners who were there pretty much every day, others who were there quite often, 

some got in early and quit doing that; others got going much better as the spring went along.  Those kids 

who did any of that are obviously better off than those who did little.  It was not easy to balance school, 

family commitments, training, social isolation for kids/families..I get that!!  Amazing for those who 

did 

 

• Our MS distance kids, many of whom would have gone out for track never even got that opportunity 

which was really too bad.  Plus, we were not able to communicate very well with them.   

 

• SHOUT OUTS:  Luke Sellman..the “ONLY” senior distance runner who not only hung in there all 

spring but was huge in communicating and being a leader; totally deserved spring captain position.  

Nina Dawson, Andrew Flolo, Lyndi Koosman, Macee Hansen, Hannah Quinn, Colin O., Erin and 

Lauren Eilers (even though not many emails), Becca Dawson, Isaac Eichorst, pretty much ran every 

workout.   

Addie Hogan. Madi E.,Grace H., Ila B.,   and Ross Minnick got in a little late or missed a few but once 

they got going, they too were excellent..  We also had quite few kids who were in and out this spring 

with their running/emailing but because I did not hear from them often, I don’t know exactly how much 

they did..they included Sully, Melanie G., Fathi, Idd, Fuad, Kaleb, Claire S., Jaidyn, Zadina, Ade C.,  

Kezia M. 

 

**I was so impressed by the kids above; once again, I want to EMPHASIZE that I know how difficult 

this spring has been.  Balancing all that was going on was not easy; and for any of the kids and their 

families, just getting thru this was/will be an accomplishment.  For those kids who were able to get 

some of this done, even better!  SO PROUD OF THEM FOR DOING THAT.   

  

** I am hoping I did not leave anyone out of this list..if so, I apologize but that has been a lot of kids 

to try to keep track of…and to be honest, some kids were very sporadic in keeping in touch. 

 

 

RUNNING CAMP:  We have been in contact with Hopkins and Jamestown all spring.  We actually still have 

the Y reserved in Buffalo, Wy for camp BUT….all that being said, the reality it there is a 99+% chance of us 

NOT being able to do that this summer.   

 

• MSHSL guidelines in conjunction with state and Willmar HS say we cannot have groups of more than 

10 kids indoors; the bus ride of 12+ hrs does not fit under that. 

 

• Even if you go out of state, we are required to follow those rules.   

 

• I just would not feel safe in any way taking the kidIs out there right now from a lot of different 

standpoints. 

 

• If that changes, I will let you know but it just is not in the cards this summer…so sorry.  I loved it just as 

much as the kids 



WITH THAT IN MIND, SUMMER RUNNING/TRAINING BECOMES EVEN MORE IMPORTANT “if” 

WE WANT TO CONTINUE THE TRADITION OF BEING ONE OF THE TOP 5 PROGRAMS IN MN!!! 

 

SUMMER FUN RUNS/TRAINING: 

 

• We just got OKed on Thursday to start summer contact.  The dates of “non contact” have also changed 

so I will try to get the XC calendar on the website updated early this week. 

***We will evaluate what happens from now until 6/22.. Willmar numbers, state 

opening up/demonstrations/new Covid 19 #s all could affect this start date!! 

• We will start “ORGANIZED” tempo runs and fun runs on Monday, June 22nd 

“That gives us a little time to get coaches/things organized, answer questions, be sure kids know what 

is going on…and I want to be there for the first sets of these; we have a family commitment the week 

of June 15th (for the entire week) that we had set up before we knew what exact dates we “might” get 

 

1. Monday:  June 22nd Tempo 800s   Kennedy Track      Pods/groups ability based of 10 

kids.  We can only run 3 groups…MSHSL guidelines allow us to have 3 groups on a football field 

which is what is around the track…that means only GROUPS B/C/D..below 

 

2. Tuesday:  June 23rd Fun Run   Coach Popp’s House..can only be in groups of 10 

according to MSHSL guidelines.   

a. 7:45 Group 1  MS Kids/Rookies not in shape         2-3 miles 

b. 7:55 Group 2  HS kids/maybe few MS kids not quite ready for Top groups 

3-4 miles 

c. 8:05 Group 3  Top 10 girls    4-6 miles 

d. 8:15 Group 4  Top 10 boys    4-7 miles 

 

3. Thursday:  June 24th   Same schedule as Tuesday but with mileage changes 

    

4. We will follow that schedule/rotation as much as possible thru the summer; IF we get more than 30 

kids on a Monday or 40 on Tues/Thurs we have some ideas how to adapt 

 

5. As kids get into better shape, they might move between groups, especially for tempo runs  But for 

the most part and safety/health concerns, I would like to keep the groups fairly consistent. 

ON ALL MONDAY/TUESDAY/THURSDAY RUNS:  Guidelines to follow: 

1. You need to be on time..even early as setting up groups and getting them going is time scheduled. 

2. Please use bathrooms BEFORE coming; we will limit those to 1 at a time/sanitizers 

3. Please stay in vehicles or social distancing until it is time for your groups on Tues/Thursday 

Mondays, we will have those 3 groups separated on the track as you arrive 

4. You will not be allowed to be there unless you have a mask!!  When you get out of car, you wear 

your mask; you keep it on when we go thru whatever notes we might have to do, take it off to do 

the running, and then upon completion of run/drink of water/freeze pop, the mask goes back on 

for any socializing as you finish for the night; all  socializing MUST be 6 ft apart/masks on!! 

5. We are trying to stagger the groups on Tues and Thur so we are getting kids started and finished 

at different times so they do not “run” into each other as they start/finish; lowering the odds of a 

large group being together. 

6. When your run is finished, you have to leave so you are not there when next group is finishing.   

7. No sharing of water bottles..freezies and recording names/miles will be done by 1 person 

 

We are required to follow guidelines..we are doing these things not only for your safety but for our families 

and entire community.  That is part of your social responsibility. 

We don’t need someone in our community seeing us NOT DOING these things and calling to complain.  



GIRLS PREVIEW/EXPECTATIONS: 
 

 Last fall at NXR, our girls (8th) were the 5th best Mn team beating several highly ranked programs who 

had beaten us at state.  That happened due to breakout efforts (Lifetime PR’s) from Lauren, Erin, Lyndi, and 

Nina….those 4 girls have continued that work ethic this spring.  We “have the chance” to be the surprise team 

in Mn…and that is ahead of schedule.  I won’t predict a top 5 finish in MN as all but one team that beat us at 

state have most of their girls back…but don’t be surprised if that (or even better) happens.  What I really liked 

about our girls is that not only did those top 4 have a good spring but Macee and Hannah both ran lifetime PR’s 

in simulated time trials this spring—we have 6 girls who ran a 1600 under 5:50..throw in Becca who also ran a 

lot this spring and 7 of our top 9 returning runners “SHOULD BE” much improved right from the start because 

of their hard work this spring-they missed few if any practices for the past 13 weeks.  We still have Kendall, 

Addie H, and Claire who have all run in a state meet who have the talent to be right up there as high as they 

want “IF” they have a great summer.  Then Madi K has been running a lot…and we know there are still some 

HS girls and MS girls who have the talent to surprise us as well—it seems we get a “surprise” every yr.  Who 

will it be in 2020??? Regardless…we could and should be a very deep team.  I expect Varsity, JV, and MS to all 

challenge for CLC Championships this spring.  I think the varsity will be state ranked from the start…because 

we are so young, (only 1 senior girl right now) there are going to be ups and downs but the potential is there.  

Our goal is that we return a Willmar Girls Team to Nike Nationals..2020 should be another step towards that. 

 

BOYS PREVIEW/EXPECTATIONS: 

 

 This team has a lot of question marks right now.  Unlike the girls who had 7 of their top 9 returning 

runners do almost every spring practice, the boys can only say that about 2 of their top guys.  Colin and Andrew 

were excellent but after that, we did not get the work we wanted from the guys we were hoping to lead us to an 

even better finish at state this fall.  We know Fuad has the talent to be a top 5 runner in Mn; we also know 

Sully, Fathi, and Idd (if he gets back) are 3 of the top 5 runners in their age group in Mn…and would run for 

90% of the varsity teams.  We lost state running seniors Mason and Aden plus Mowlid moved so spots are 

there.  We also think Kory, Kaleb, Khalid, and Jamil have the talent to be solid runners to fill in with the   

runners listed above but little or no spring work!  Ross had a good final 8 weeks this spring and Isaac has not 

missed a day.  And just like the girls, we have a lot of talent in our younger guys…if we get them going.  I am 

hoping we find a recruit or two as well…we usually do.  That being said, the reality is that unless we get some 

guys to really step up and be leaders in getting their teammates on board, we could easily return to what this 

boys team has continually done for the past 6 yrs (with the exception of last season) where they had the talent to 

be one of the best teams in Mn but they just did not have the commitment to make it happen.  I am hoping that 

they start stepping up…and soon.  If they don’t, we still have a chance of being a really good team but the odds 

are much smaller; we will either have a team like 2019 where we had the best summer in yrs which resulted in a 

GREAT yr or we will be like the previous other 6 yrs where it came right down to the end of the yr if we would 

have a chance to get to state.  And that is our goal every year!! 

 

Spring/Track is over..what you did or didn’t do is passed…we need to start focusing on NOW!!   

 

We need kids/parents more than ever to encourage each other to be involved. 

 

SUMMER MILES HAVE STARTED…CHECK WEBSITE CALANDERS 

 

We KNOW WHAT WE DO WORKS..WE HAVE PROVEN THAT YR IN AND YR OUT..WE WILL HAVE 

GOOD TEAMS THIS FALL; IF WE DO OUR WORK, THEY COULD BE GREAT!!!   

 

Hope you are all excited; once again, don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


